
Tailgaters, rejoice! It‟s back. Our favorite college football writer, 
Adam Kramer (@KegsnEggs), put together a list of tailgating 
Do‟s and Don‟ts which the Board of KlostiNagel Coporation 
recently ratified as company policy. Take a gander, get excited 
and let‟s have a great time.  
 

 

Prep - Beverage/Food Game: 

 DON’T forget to ensure proper beverages for the morning or an open 
liquor store. 

 DO: Bring more than enough tailgating materials for you, your group, 
and stragglers. There will always be stragglers, folks. Don‟t let 
someone‟s lack of preparation ruin yours. Instead, be the champion 
that you are and hand that awkward guy in the corner a beer and a pat 
on the bat. 

 DON’T: Counting on making a late day beer run is asinine. Not buying 
enough of tasty goodness can ruin weekends. I cannot stress this enough, don‟t come up short when it comes to 
beverages. 

 DON’T make this the day you break out your favorite “Hipster Obscure Ale.” It‟s a tailgate and flavor needs to take 
a backseat to quantity and price in the brew department. Anything that goes down easy and comes in mass 
quantity will do just fine. 

 DO bring ample ice. You‟ll have to carry it and go out of your way to buy it, but don‟t go cheap here. The sun can 
be a tailgate‟s worst enemy, especially for you fine SEC folks. Like Abraham Lincoln once wisely said, “Warm 
beer really, really sucks.” Amen, Mr. President. 

 DO make sure your cooler(s) are packed to sustain the day. Space and temperature are important, and a poorly 
constructed cooler can take out both of these in one fell swoop. Ice and perhaps a little bit of water on the bottom 
is a strong foundation for the entire setup. 

 DO make sure food is prepped ahead of time. The only thing you should have be worried about is firing up the 
grill and how exactly you want your items of choice cooked. Anything beyond this at a tailgate means clearly 
you‟re unprepared. 

Tailgating Materials 

 DON’T be sloppy with your music prep. Some of the songs deep down on your iPod are terrible, and they should 
never, ever work their way into your “GBR 2012 GAME DAY MIX Y‟ALL” playlist. Also, only one dubstep song an 
hour. Rules are rules. 

 DO expect collateral damage. Something will break, people will get lost or drink way too much too early, and 
things will not go as planned. Be ready to ditch the blueprint. Don‟t let one‟s unfortunate decisions impact the 
marathon. Also, if things REALLY go astray, just increase your intake. 

 DO bring enough chairs. Sitting on a 30-pack of Busch Light for more than four hours will do horrible things to 
your insides and dramatically decrease your probability of reproducing. Plus, sitting on 15 or so beers by mid-
afternoon will be incredibly uncomfortable. 

 DON’T: Forgetting chairs might not sound like something you would do, but I see this at almost every tailgate. 
Just like beverages, every person should have a chair, stool, inflatable couch, or full beer case to sit on to keep 
legs fresh. 

 DO: bring proper tailgating props be it: bags, washers, tables for games, and of course a pig skin. 

 DO bring a football. It‟s old school, you‟ll likely lose it and you may not throw it throughout the entire day. In the 
instance you do want to throw it, though, you‟ll be thrilled you brought it along. 

 DO recruit the proper crew of people for you event, leaving buzz kills where they belong. 

 
Gameday - Starting Out 

 DO: Charge your phones. If you or someone you know “makes a game extra interesting,” you‟ll need those cell 
phone bats, folks. Plus, if you get stranded at 2 AM wandering around campus, this could be your lone life line 
when you come out of your blackout. It‟s a long day, and you won‟t be able to stay updated on all the action if 



you‟re only working with one measly smart phone battery, especially if your first beer has been cracked around 
the time the sun gets up. Which it should. On that note, file that under DO as well. 

 DO wake up extra early to ensure you are at your tailgate or TV on time. 

 DO: Set your alarm clock for that Saturday morning at least three times. You‟ll likely be hungover, so plan a few 
precautionary snoozes accordingly. 

 DON’T be late. Someone will be straggling or hung over in your group while someone else (perhaps that same 
person) will want McDonald‟s drive-thru. An Egg McMuffin or three and a few hash brown chasers does make a 
solid base. Plan to be late and you won‟t be. 

 DO set a double, perhaps even a triple-alarm for that morning. It‟s going to be early and there‟s a high probability 
that you‟ll be hungover. This means one alarm just might not cut it. Also be sure to set your phone to the most 
annoying wakeup sound you have possible. You need multiple, gut-wrenching reminders of just how important 
this day is. 

 DO get your bets in early, and DON’T rely on using someone‟s phone. 

 DO make sure you get up and watch College Gameday on ESPN. So good. 

 DON’T forget to watch College Gameday, that‟s how good it is. 

Drinking:  

 DON’T take an afternoon nap NO MATTER how good you think it‟ll feel. 

 DO pace yourself in terms of drinking, but DON‟T hold back. 

 DON’T: Don‟t go hog wild with the hard stuff too early. A Bloody Mary or even a good morning shot of your 
favorite liquor is a fine idea. Anything more early on can force the finest tailgaters into an early retirement. You 
have all day to make poor decisions. Make sure you make it all day. 

 DO smell any potent cocktail someone decides to hand you, especially if it‟s in a Solo cup or a strange glass jar. 
Whatever it is, there‟s a good chance it‟ll smell awful and it will likely cause your nose to faint. If the group is 
watching at you intently before you take it, ready yourself for that long burn downwards. Don‟t turn anything down, 
though. That‟s rude. 

 DO embrace the wonders of caffeine. Coffee, energy drink or some strange, all-natural hipster concoction will go 
a long way in getting you in the proper state of mind. Embrace this wonderful drug and prepare for more of it early 
and late in the afternoon. It never disappoints. 

 DON’T Be the “I Count All My Beers” Guy. Everybody knows „em, and this gentleman will keep a stack of Busch 
Light cans off in corner just so he knows HE DID THAT. He‟ll likely stop after SEVEN or so and move on to 
forcing strangers into taking shots, but make no mistake about it. This guy is awful. 

Eating: 

 DON’T eat too much in the morning to potentially ruin the afternoon. DON’T cook your meat anything beyond 
“medium.” In fact, even that‟s pushing it. This useful tidbit stretches well beyond a parking lot, but the “well done” 
epidemic is one we must all fight in order to put it to rest. And if you‟re wondering if ketchup on steak is 
recommended, well, please hit that giant “X” in the top right of your screen and never come back. 

 DON’T: Making food “the” priority versus a good stomach base is a classic mistake. 1) Don‟t buy some 
vintage/expensive meat that you make at family gatherings. And 2) Eating too much can take out a good chunk of 
the day due to heartburn. 

 DON’T go light on sauces, dips or condiments. A lot of this will depend on what you‟re packing for that particular 
Saturday, but this is not the time to go cheap. If anything, up the ante and make sure that mooch in the group 
doesn‟t consume it in one serving. 

Drinking Games: 

 DO: At one point in the day, or even the season, try and kick an empty beer can through a miniature field goal. 
There might not be anything more fun than this on the entire planet. 

 DON’T be the “let‟s turn this game of catch into a game of throwing a football hundreds of feet” guy. This man hits 
cars, children and tables and doesn‟t care about his surroundings. I‟m all for a casual toss if my left hand‟s firmly 
around a koozie, but please take your Tommy Rees, glory-day-lovin‟ ways elsewhere. Unless it‟s at a plaza of 
portta potty‟s at another campus, then it‟s acceptable behavior. 



 
Drinking Device(s) 

 DO: Shotguns. Not the gun, the art of using your keys to create a small hole in your beer can and chug. For the 
true man, try a Teen Wolf. Bite the hole in your can and chug in the same fantastic motion. 

 DON’T: Beer bongs. They take up space, there‟s a 75% chance you‟ll lose it, plus think about all the mouths that 
could be entering the equation. #playitsafe 

 DON’T, under any circumstances, “ice” any bros. “Icing Bros” had a lifespan of about 90 days, although try telling 
this to the guy who just put one in that bag of Cool Ranch Doritos. Please, just don‟t do this. Go show random 
girls your tribal armband instead. 

Conduct 

 DO: Know your fight songs, people. Holding up one arm and mumbling might seem like your fitting in, but I‟ll 
target you from a mile away. 

 DO: Be friendly, perhaps overly friendly. The season is too short and the offseason is too long to act like an anus. 
You are likely at one of the largest parties in the country, have more fun than you should and celebrate this 
glorious day with anyone that looks approachable. 

 DO stay on top of bathroom awareness. This can include a group of trees, a Porta Potty, an actual bathroom (if 
you‟re lucky) or a strategically placed car door. Watch out for bike cops and plan ahead before it‟s too late. 

 DON’T get a public urination ticket. They are not an option. If you‟re going to relieve yourself in the outdoors, be 
sure to use extreme caution and care when checking for potential officers on duty. And for the love of everything 
watch out for bike cops. They‟re silent killers. 

 DON’T: Puking isn‟t a topic people like, but we‟re not afraid. There‟s nothing wrong with sneaking off somewhere 
and taking care of business if you have to. If you do take this route, DON‟T act like you‟re God afterwards and 
don‟t go into lame mode. 

 DO: On that note, gum is always a good idea. 

 DON’T be the guy that yells wildly at every piece of remotely impressive tail that walks by. We get it. You‟re 
intoxicated and you want everyone (mainly females) to know just how drunk you are. It‟s embarrassing, and 
frankly there isn‟t room at any tailgate for this kind of douchebaggery. 

 DO taunt the other fan base but do so creatively and without anger. Telling someone that they suck is 
unacceptable. Telling someone that their team sucks because their quarterback is fond of arm punts or their 
kicker looks like a division 3 lineman, however, is encouraged. 

 DON’T: Fighting cannot be tolerated at tailgates. They‟re distracting and could end the day quickly if bike cops 
pedal over at the wrong time. You don‟t need to be maced at a tailgate unless it‟s for a bet. Then, well, consider it. 

 DON’T: Getting tackled over a cooler, even if it‟s all in good fun, isn‟t a good way to keep a good tailgate going. 
After all, you could get John Deere‟d to an Iowa Hospital and miss the first half of a HUGE football game getting 
x-rays. #learnfromourmistakes 

Attire 

 DON’T wear sandals. We‟ve all learned this the hard way, yet time and time again I see novice tailgaters make 
this mistake. I know they‟re comfortable, I know they look great with your stylish cargo shorts, but exposing your 
feet to this day-long grind that is a proper tailgate is inhumane. 

 DO: Dress Code Ethics: I am open when it comes to apparel. Old school helmets, obscene outfits, etc – but make 
sure you‟re built to sustain the weather. Too much clothing can be deadly early on in the football season so be 
wary. 

 DON’T: Please God don‟t go shirtless. We get it, you have a 6-pack. Now, kindly go fail miserably hitting on 
freshmen talent and fade away into the tailgating oblivion. There‟s no room for this kind of DON‟T. 

 DON’T go shirtless, a staple feature in this series. Bros don‟t let other bros take their shirts off at a tailgate 

 DON’T do anything involving body paint. I get it. You‟re trying to show support in every possible way, but there 
are better ways. You will likely be very sweaty at times, which could get incredibly sloppy. In the hundreds of 
thousands of body paint vs. sweat battles over the past 50 years, sweat remains undefeated. On that note… 

 DO bring a sweat towel. This is more for you fine SEC fans, although even we Big Ten peps will need to towel 
down through some weekends in October. It can be a shirt, an oversized washcloth or even a full beach towel. 
Large men sweat outdoors; you can‟t fight science. 



Capping Off 

 DO enjoy yourselves. The season will go by far too quickly, and every Saturday is one worth celebrating. I have 
no doubts that you will. 

 DO have yourself a fantastic time whether you‟re tailgating from the parking lot or your couch. We‟ve made it, and 
football is back. 

 And finally, DO enjoy your Saturday over drinks, with friends, watching the games you want to watch. Enjoy your 
tailgates, raise your glasses, and have fun. The college football season is officially underway. 

 
 


